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Abstract. Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics method (NEMD) is applied to investigate a formation process of water nanovortex in 7 nm 
wide nanocavity (aspect ratio of which was equal to 3.6). The flow in the nanocavity was induced by Poiseuille 2D water nanoflow in a main 
nanochannel, to which the nanocavity is situated perpendicularly. The wall of main channel and the nanocavity is made from quartz. Flow is 
induced by applying constant force to molecules inside the main channel. Based on NEMD simulation data, the sequence of images representing 
water velocity vector fields was obtained at constant time intervals equal to 1 ns, which shows vortex formation mechanism. Flow field images 
analysis indicates that the shape and centre position of the nanovortex vary slightly each nanosecond, nevertheless, the structure remains stable 
in the flow field at the entrance to the nanocavity.
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The flow in nanocavities is difficult to study due to its nano-
metre size flow domain. In this scale, molecular interactions 
between fluid and nanochannel wall have impact on the fluid 
flow structure [5, 21, 22, 26, 38], so one can expect that a cavity 
width and wall material will have effect on flow pattern inside 
nanocavity. While microvortex study was possible using ex-
periment or Navier-Stokes predictions, in case of nanovortex, 
the problem can be treated only by an atomistic method as 
well as other problems of nanomechanics [15, 41], because for 
this geometric scale of the phenomenon, continuum mechanics 
methods are inapplicable to handle it [15]. Experimental inves-
tigations in this scale are difficult to perform as well as limited 
and very often impossible to perform. For this reason, research 
is conducted using molecular dynamics method.

Shear-driven nanocavity flow was studied using MD by 
Greenspan [10]. The results have been commented in refer-
ence [3]. Chen et al. investigated 2D lid driven cavity flows in 
three cavity shapes, rectangular, half-circular and beer bucket 
with the MD method, and showed that nanocavity geometry 
affects nanovotrex strength. All papers mentioned above pertain 
to nanocavities for which value of aspect ratio, which is defined 
as a quotient of cavity depth to its width, does not exceed 1. 
Only in [16–20] long, open type nanocavities with aspect ratio 
greater than 3 were considered. Results indicated that recircu-
lation of flow within the nanocavity appeared.

The effect of nanocavity aspect ratio on nanovortex formation 
in long open type nanocavity is displayed in [19]. The question 
how the wall material affects vortex formation was raised in [18]. 
Results presented in both papers show that after 19 ns of the flow, 
the strongest vortex is situated near entrance to the nanocavity.

In microchannels, the strength and emergence of vortex struc-
tures is strongly correlated with the velocity value of the fluid 
flow in the main channel which induces the flow in cavity [37].

Since in [19] the threshold value of the force enforcing the 
flow of water in the main nanochannel which induces nanov-

1. Introduction

Control of microscale and nanoscale fluid flows has become an 
important research theme in micro- and nano-technology. Interest 
in the use of microcavity vortices in miniatured devices caused 
a growth of research on flows through microchannnels with mi-
crocavities in the last decade [25, 27, 32]. Its results caused that 
currently microvortices in microcavity are the basis of opera-
tion of many bio-micro-devies, such as: microcentrifuges, cell 
sorters, separators and mixers, etc. [12, 14, 28, 35, 42].

The results obtained showed that the flow pattern at the 
microcavity entrance is the key for the mass transfer into the 
cavity [40] and that velocity decreases with the distance from 
microcavity entrance [41]. This allowed to construct many mi-
crodevices, in which microvortices in microcavity play a key 
role for its operations, for instance cell sorter, equipment for 
cultivation of cells [28, 32], etc. Similarly, explanation of the 
phenomena occurring in long open type nanocavity seems to 
be essential for construction of many nanodevices in which 
flow in nanochanels with nanocavities occurs. The investiga-
tion of fluid flow inside a long open type nanocavities helps 
to gain understanding of many complex phenomena and the 
nature of numerous biological and physical processes [8, 23]. 
In contrast to the relatively well studied flows in microcavities, 
described in numerous papers [7, 30, 33, 40, 41], in literature 
there is very little information available on flows in nanocav-
ities [3, 6, 10, 19]. The potential use of nanovortices in nano-
sytems seems to be very large, for example in sorting particles, 
for DNA manipulation, for which, presently, wide nanocavities 
have some applications [29, 31].
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ortices in nanocavites is given, in the present paper we want 
to examine whether the main vortex created at the entrance to 
the nanocavity in such flow conditions is a stable structure. 
We focus on investigation of main vortex evolution in first 
18 ns of the water flow. For this purpose, we analyse changes 
in the velocity field at entrance to nanocavity every 1 ns of 
the flow. We study water flows in the 25.2 nm long open type 
rectangular cavity of 3.6 aspect ratio for quartz wall materials 
limiting the flow. Molecular dynamics simulation is applied to 
investigate the time development of nanovortex motion in the 
upper part of a long, 2D open type nanocavity, situated per-
pendicularly to the nanochannel (Fig. 1), where the Poiseuille 
water flow occurs.

Nanocavity entrance is crucial for mass transfer and is not 
recognized yet. The fluid circulation zone has to be investigated 
in detail, because findings have strong potential for application 
in nano-bio-devices.

In MD simulation, the computer representations of real ma-
terials: water and hydroxylated alpha-quartz are used. The sim-
ulation was performed by LAMMPS [24] program. The simula-
tion corresponds to the 18 ns of real water flow. To visualize the 
nanovortex formation, a sequence of images of water velocity 
vector fields in the nanocavity was plotted using MD simula-

tion data. The average velocity vector fields were obtained by 
averaging MD data with the bin method [32, 36]. Averaging 
data from MD simulation at equal time intervals of the flow 
allowed to plot images of the averaged vector velocity fields at 
these intervals. The obtained sequence of images representing 
vector velocity distributions at successive time intervals, shows 
the nanovortex evolution depicting the formation mechanism.

Results obtained in the paper give new insight into main 
nanovortex structure in nanocavities:
●	 they demonstrate that the nanovortex at the entrance to the 

nanocavity of aspect ratio 3.6 remains a stable structure if 
maximum water velocity in the main channel which induces 
the flow in nanocavity is equal to V¤ = 3.6 ¤ 10–2;

●	 they show that the shape and position of the nanovortex 
centre vary over the time of 18 nanoseconds.
To our knowledge the evolution of nanovortex in quartz 

nanocavity has not been studied yet, so presented research is 
the first.

2. Molecular dynamics simulation details

The flow system consists of water confined in between two par-
allel quartz walls with the long, rectangular nanocavity, situated 
perpendicular to the lower wall. It is identical as in [18, 19] and 
shown in Fig. 1. The dimensions of the MD simulation unit 
cell in the x, y, z directions are Lx = 21	nm,	Ly = 57.2	nm	and	
Lz = 7.9	nm	respectively.	The	periodic	boundary	conditions	are	
used in coplanar directions x and z. Details on the numbers of 
molecules used in simulations and dimensions of the compu-
tational domain are presented in Table 1. To model the upper 
channel wall 7740 single alpha-quartz crystal cells are used, 
whereas to model the lower wall 27576. Details on construction 
of the nanocavity in the MD unit cell can be found in [19].

Table 1 
MD unit cells dimensions

Lx
[nm]

Ly
[nm]

Lz

[nm]
w

[nm]
l

[nm]
L

[nm]
Total number 

of atoms

21 57.2 7.9 7 25.2 47.2 782836

The water is modelled by TIP4P/2005 molecular water 
model [1], the hydroxylated alpha-quartz by ClayFF [9] poten-
tial. In TIP4P/2005 model interaction potential is represented 
as a sum of Coulombic (1) and Lennard-Jones (L–J) (2) po-
tentials, and only oxygen atoms interact via Lennard-Jones 
potentials (2) with constants ε f  = 0.7749 ¤ 10–21 kJ/mol, 
σf  = 3.1589 ¤ 10–10 m. Charged sites in this model are situ-
ated on two hydrogen atoms (q = 0.5564e) and a massless site 
(q = –1.1128e).

 UC = 
1

4πε0 i 6= j
∑ qiqj

ri, j
 (1)

where ε0 – dielectric constant, ri, j denotes distance between 
atoms i and j.Fig. 1. Sketch of the geometry of the nanocavity
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ri, j)
12
 ¡ ( σ

ri, j)
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. (2)

ClayFF potential [9] of the hydroxylated alpha-quartz is rep-
resented as the sum of bonded valence interactions (stretching 
and angular) which are given by (3), (4) respectively, and non-
bonded described by Coulombic (1) and Lennard-Jones poten-
tial. Values of parameters σw, εw and q of (1) (2) are listed in 
Table 2.

 Ubond = ∑ki, bond(ri ¡ r0)
2
 (3)

and

 Uangle = ∑ki, j, angle(θi, j ¡ θ0)
2
 (4)

where ki, bond = 2319	kJ/mol	Å2 is the bond spring constant, 
ri is the bond distance, and r0 is the equilibrium bond dis-
tance, analogically ki, j, angle is the bonding force constant, 
θi, j = 126	kJ/ mol	rad2 is the instantaneous bond angle, and θ0 
is the equilibrium bond angle.

The water-quartz interaction is calculated by the Cou-
lombic potential and Lennard-Jones potential, where the Lo-
rentz-Berthelot rule is used to calculate the values of L-J pa-
rameters. The cutoff distance for van der Waals and electrostatic 
interactions was set to 1.0 nm [15].

Water density was ρ¤ = 1.05	(ρ¤ = ρσ 3
f , ρ = 997 kg/m3), for 

quartz the value of the density was ρ¤ = 2.79	(ρ = 2650 kg/m3). 
The initial velocities of the quartz and water molecules follow 
from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and correspond to 
the temperature T ¤ = 3.22	(T = 300	K,	T ¤ = T k/ε, where k 
is	Boltzmann՚s	constant).	To	control	 the	 temperature	of	 the	
system Nosé-Hoover thermostat [2] [4] is applied. Following an 
initial equilibration phase (100,000 time steps), the temperature 
of the system was set to T ¤ = 3.22.

To develop a Poiseuille flow, we applied a force equal to 
Fe
¤
xt = 6.8 ¤ 10–3 (Fe

¤
xt = Fextσ f/ε) in x direction on the mass 

centre of every water molecule situated in nanochannel, as in 
[19], which caused maximum water velocity in the nanochannel 
VM
¤  = 3.6 ¤ 10–2. The time step for simulation: τ ¤ = 6.58 ¤ 10–4 

(τ ¤ = σ f
–1(m/ε)–1/2t, t = 1 ¤ 10–15 s); constant values 

σf = 3.1589 ¤ 10–10 m, εf = 0.7749	kJ/mol – for TIP4P/2005 
water model [1]). For the simulations we used LAMMPS mo-

lecular dynamics simulator [24]. All data used for calculations 
is taken after equilibration, every 50 time steps (t.s.) (50 fs) data 
is collected. Performed simulation (18,000,000 t.s.) corresponds 
to 18 ns of real water flow.

3. Results and discussion

Findings on flow in nanocavities [18–20] confirm that the 
largest circulation has a main vortex near the entrance to the 
nanocavity (Fig. 6 and Fig. 12 in [19]). Because of that in the 
present work we focus on study of time development of the flow 
field in the upper part of the nanocavity. The flow field under 
investigation is marked with blue frame in Fig. 2 and denoted 
as U. The dimension of U domain in x and y directions is equal 
7 nm and 5.5 nm.

Fig. 2. Geometry of the flow field with U domain (marked by blue 
frame)

Table 2 
Parameters values of potential (1) and (2) for quartz ClayFF model 

(from [9])

Atom type σw ¤ 10–10 [m] εw [kJ/mol] q [e]

Si 3.30203 7.7 * 10–6 2.1

O 3.16556 0.65017 –1.05

H 0 0 0.425

O (in group –OH) 3.16556 0.65017 –0.95

z

y
x

To visualize main nanovortex formation, a sequence of im-
ages of water velocity vector V¤ in the U domain was plotted 
and is presented in Fig. 3. Every plot represents water velocity 
vector field received at 1 ns interval.
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V = 110–2

Fig. 3. Sequence of eighteen views of the velocity vector field in the upper part of the nanocavity (U domain), obtained at intervals of 1 nano-
second.	The	view	at:	a)	–	1 ns,	b)	–	2 ns,	c)	–	3 ns,	d)	–	4 ns,	e)	–	5 ns,	f)	–	6 ns,	g)	–	7 ns,	h)	–	8 ns,	i)	–	9 ns,	j)	–	10 ns,	k)	–	11 ns,	l)	–	12 ns,	

m)	–	13 ns,	n)	–	14 ns,	o)	–	15 ns,	p)	–	16 ns,	r)	–	17 ns,	s)	–	18 ns
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Microscopic properties were obtained by sampling and 
averaging a large number of MD simulation data. To plot the 
velocity vector fields, the elementary MD cell was divided into 
3600	bins	of	dimensions	0.5 nm*0.5 nm*Lz. It was obtained 
by dividing the MD volume into 40 parts in x direction and 90 
parts in z direction. In every bin Bnm, the average value of water 
velocity components (in x and z directions) was calculated with 
the CAM (cumulative average measurement) method [36].

Averaging data from molecular dynamics simulation at 
equal time intervals of the flow, each equal to 1,000,000 t.s. 
(which corresponds to 1ns of real flow) allowed to plot images 
of the averaged velocity vector fields at these intervals. The 
obtained sequence of 18 images (Fig. 3) representing velocity 
vector distributions at successive time intervals, shows the main 
nanovortex evolution depicting the formation mechanism in 
first 18 ns of the real water flow. Sizes of velocity vectors cor-
respond to the velocity magnitude.

Because of the chaotic nature of the molecular collisions, 
high value of thermal velocity, and also because of the fact that 
the simulation is performed with a limited number of molecules, 
the values of computed macroscopic quantities fluctuate about 
their averages with some statistical errors.

The results obtained show that the water flow picture 
changes every nanosecond, the dominant structure is the main 
vortex, position and size of which change in time. Initial anal-
ysis of presented results allows us to say, that main nanovortex 
evolution process seems to be divided into three phases: initial 
(I), formation (II) and stabilisation (III).

3.1. Initial phase. The initial phase corresponds to the first 
nanosecond of the flow. Flow structures in U regime (Fig. 3a) 
are not yet clearly visible, the main nanovortex starts to form.

3.2. Formation. The second phase concerns the formation and 
evolution of main nanovortex. It starts from the second nano-

second of the flow (Fig. 3b) and finishes at 14 ns (Fig. 3o). In 
this phase we can observe that sequential stages - nanovortex 
structures appearing periodically at 6 ns of the flow (Fig. 3b–g) 
correspond to Fig. 3h–l (5 ns of the flow) and Fig. 3m–p (4 ns 
of the flow).

At 2 ns of the flow (Fig. 3b) the nanovortex structure forms. 
At 3 ns (Fig. 3c), the main nanovortex grows, moves down 
and its structure acquires a more elliptical silhouette. At 4 ns 
(Fig. 3d), the nanovortex structure starts to vanish, passing en-
ergy to the bottom of the cavity. Within the next 3 ns (5–7 
ns, Fig. 3e–g), the main nanovortex structure becomes clearly 
defined, and acquires more round silhouette.

Between 8 ns and 12 ns of the flow (Fig. 3h–l) we can 
observe evolution of the main nanovortex structure similar to 
those in the first 7 nanoseconds. Analogically, we can find 
similarities in nanovortex structure between 13 ns and 16 ns 
(Fig. 3m–p).

3.3. Phase III. Starts at 16 ns of the flow (Fig. 3p–s). The main 
nanovortex seems to be fully formed and reaches its final shape. 
From 17 ns (Fig. 3r) its localization stabilizes, and subsequent 
changes occur indeed at “frozen’’ flow structure. The  nanovo-
rtex is formed near the entrance part to the nanocavity and its 
centre is located at y/l = 0.1,	x/w = 0.44	(Fig.	4).	The	centre	is	
shifted left from the nanocavity axis and its distance from the 
nanocavity lid is equal to 2.52 nm.

4. Conclusions

The purpose of performed research was to investigate water 
nanovortex evolution in 2D open type long nanocavity with 
aspect ratio equal to 3.6.

We have presented new results based on non-equilibrium 
molecular dynamics simulations of water flow inside the open 

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Normalized water velocity components: a) Ṽy = Vy
¤/VM
¤  distributions in planes crossing the nanovortex centre after 18 nm of the flow, 

b) Ṽx = Vx
¤/VM
¤  distributions in planes crossing the nanovortex centre after 18 nm of the flow. Dots denote calculated values, lines have been 

added to highlight value changes
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type long nanocavity of 25.2 nm depth, 7 nm width, perpen-
dicular to the main channel, where Poiseuille flow occurs. 
The water flow in the nanocavity was induced by the flow 
in the main channel. To visualize the nanovortex formation, 
a sequence of images of water velocity vector fields in the 
nanocavity was plotted using MD simulation data. The average 
velocity vector fields were obtained by averaging MD data 
with the CAM method [36]. Averaging data from MD simu-
lation at equal time intervals of the flow allowed for plotting 
images of the averaged vector velocity fields at these inter-
vals. The obtained sequence of images, representing vector 
velocity distribution at successive time intervals, show the 
nanovortex evolution depicting the formation mechanism in 
first 18,000,000 t.s. of performed simulation, which corre-
sponds to the first 18 ns of real water flow.

The findings indicate that although the shape and position 
of the nanovortex centre vary over time, it remains a stable 
structure in the flow field at the entrance to the nanocavity.

Results show that nanovortex evolution in nanocavity is 
a complex process, and this area needs further investigations, 
because it is crucial for effective design of the bio-nano-devices.

We hope that in the future the experiment or further MD 
studies on dynamics of nanovortices in nanocavities by MD 
will allow for a study of nanovortex evolution in nanocavity 
in a longer period of time than the one presented in this man-
uscript.
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